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U.S. Data Center: 
Markets Strong Demand 

With Sporadic Oversupply
BY SEAN BRADY

Activity is up—but lots of window shopping. 
Many of the top tier data center markets in the U.S. have struggled with on again/off again 
leasing activity in the first half of 2013. Market swings in the data center segment can be swift—
one large deployment can dramatically shift a market from oversupplied to undersupplied, and 
this phenomenon was especially true over the past several 
months in markets like Santa Clara, which saw several 
large deals swing the market at year-end only to be at a 
lull in activity with few large (greater than 1 MW) tenants 
currently in the market. On a national basis, that volatility 
is diminishing as tenant activity in most major markets 
is showing renewed vigor in recent months, although 
requirements are currently clustered at the large and small 
ends of the spectrum mega-wholesale (5+ MW) driven by 
the cloud services, healthcare/insurance and social/digital 
media verticals and local/regional demand in for retail/
colocation in the100-300 kW range.

Several markets currently sit at key inflection points, most notably New 
Jersey and Manhattan. 
Leasing activity in New Jersey was particularly slow in 2012 by historical measures, with the 
estimated leasing volume representing only half of the annual average of the past several years. 
Obviously, Hurricane Sandy had a dramatic impact on the data center market in the entire 
New York area, essentially putting all transactions on hold. However, activity in wholesale and 
colocation requirements throughout the greater New York area is already showing a sharp bounce 
back, although transactions have been slow to manifest.

The national construction pipeline remains full. 
Underscoring strong underlying fundamentals, the supply pipeline is increasing in nearly three-
fourths of the nearly twenty data center markets tracked by C&W. Emerging data center markets 
in the U.S. have generally seen the highest level of new construction activity recently, including 
Portland, Las Vegas and Phoenix. Oregon has been a high profile data center magnet recently, with 
giants like Facebook, Apple and Google all expanding facilities in the Columbia River Valley and 
central Oregon. Southern California wholesale demand also continues to migrate to desert locales, 
spurring a swell of new supply in Phoenix and Las Vegas. Markets like Atlanta, Texas and North 
Carolina also continue to see tenants window shopping for large deployments.

National pricing is being pushed downward despite healthy demand. 
On average, national wholesale rates decreased just over 5% nationally in 2012 and currently 
range between $140-$170 per kilowatt per month gross on a national basis. Average colocation 
rates currently range at a multiple of 1.7 to 2.5 times wholesale rates, with a wide range of 
variability depending on a variety of factors, including the size of deployment, the tier rating and 
connectivity of the facility. The continued emergence of the wholo market—the blending of price 
bands in the wholesale and colocation segments that often involves wholesale providers lowering 
their size requirements and pricing to compete with colocation providers—has also undermined 
national pricing trends and continues to be an evolution of the multi-tenant data center market 
that is not strictly a function of traditional supply and demand dynamics. n
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